EXTERIOR SPACE

1. Add arrows or sign at exit road for people to get in proper lane for right/left turns.
2. Entry at church should be wide enough to allow temporary parking for hearsrs or limos and not stop resident traffic.
3. Move opening on SJ Terrace which gives access to Dominican Sister Road to be closer to hill and give it a u-turn. This makes traffic not naturally drive into church area and concern is delivery vehicles for residences for example.
4. Improve exit driveway for low clearance vehicles. Accommodate external pavers at exit of church for coffee pots etc. for gatherings.
5. Have coffee staging area at corner of Hall closer to church for easy cart access.
6. Improve lighting on school parking lot for evenings.
7. School Drop off moving to near carriage house is a concern since road is narrow for dual lines of cars with 6-12 doors opening up for kids at once. Perhaps add a sidewalk by school that cars avoid and directs kids. However a sidewalk width may still not be safe enough.
8. Would help to have a handicap entrance to church on east side. Reduce the distance to travel from parking spaces.
9. Future utilities for fountain with access to water, sewer and electrical, security cameras, speakers, outdoor acoustics, BBQ picnic area.
10. Outdoor accessible utilities (e.g. electricity, gas and water) in the gathering space for events and tables (could be hidden in gardens). Prefer not to run exterior cords.
11. Outside sound system for activities, gathering, and worship.
12. Outside lighting for activities, morning worship and security.
13. Outside worship space—meditation maze, labyrinth or Stations of the Cross.
14. Liturgical gathering space---processions
15. Space for Easter fire
16. path for wheelchair users
17. Enclosed garbage/recycling area (tidy)
18. Space for donated items (tidy)
19. Architectural lighting
20. Sufficient lighting in exterior areas, plaza, parking etc. Directional so not to interfere with neighbors.
21. How do we keep functionality of future church building to flow efficiently with parish hall (?) and kitchen area?
22. Sufficient vegetation to screen plaza from Mission Blvd. noise.
23. Convenient access to kitchen area.
24. Picnic area accommodations—possibly east of future rectory. BBQ
26. Benches and covered areas for handicapped or physically challenged.
27. Holy Week procession from Mission to new church.